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About This Game

Meet kind anime girls and dance with them to the cool songs. All this inside anime styled locations!
Anime Girls VR will let you feel presence of characters like they would be next to you. Prepare for the great effort if you want

to keep up with the girls!
Three female friends, each completely different.

Yoko - She works in her dreamed job as middle school teacher. She loves reading adventure and fantasy books.

Mizuka - She has taken job as maid in her friend's house. This girl is petite yet very hardworking and full of energy. Everyday
on her face appears sincere smile. She is dreamer type with the habit to constantly daydreaming. She is happy to help others who

need support.

Kaori - She loves sport and is very physically active. Kind and friendly person, somewhat short-tempered. She loves smiling,
having fun and people with great sense of humor.

All this girls was connected by passion to dancing, which is theirs form of self-expression.
Join them and have fun dancing!

features:
- unique music

- location straight from the world of anime
- high quality anime models
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- different types of dance
- Game designed for virtual reality with full support of roomscale
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Title: Anime Girls VR
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Kawaii VR
Publisher:
Kawaii VR
Release Date: 23 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

English,Japanese
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VR is saved once again!. I was thinking or giving a positive opinion.
It is not perfect, but it has something in itself.
Nice environment and colors.
The girls look nice.
Good music.
I am waiting for some patches.. 2 thumbs up. Okay I really hope that this still have some developing to run through as its right
now garbage. BUT it does have room to be something great if the Dev's work in world and character interactions. Being able to
grab move objects would be amazing also maybe adding things. or a dancing game to face off against the girls for the affections
IDK. The potential is there but as this sit's its not worth 11.99. So wish I could get my money back!!!. I feel so ashamed.. This
seems to be all original. I don't recognize the models or music but the music is Vocaloid in nature (as you can tell from the
trailer). It's hard to tell with Vocaloid\/MikuMikuDance type stuff since there's a lot of it.

Even assuming it's all original, the content is fairly weak. The dancing isn't complex choreography, it's just amaturish standing
in one spot and moving around while music plays. The music isn't catchy or interesting. The dancing isn't synced to the music,
either. You can slow or stop the dancing while the music continues to play and it really doesn't matter if they're playing together
or apart.

There are only 4 options on the main menu. The first is an entirely instrumental song with the teacher in the classroom, the
second is a mostly instrumental song with some vocals with the maid in the bedroom, the third is a song will full vocals with the
bikini girl at the pool and the fourth option is the same as the third option except all three girls are present.

I hate to put the game down since I would like to see more VR concert style games for VR but the content here just isn't up to
par. If you grab all 3 Hop Step Sing! songs or if you grab MocuMocuDance, some models and some animations for free and
then spend $10 on MP3s you'll have a much better time. I might recommend it for a few bucks but for $10-12 there are better
things to spend your money on.. I got this during the winter 2017 sale for a meme, played it with a friend.
Was not worth the money I paid.
Game isn't very well made either.
I would recommend NOT buying this product.
I'm probably gonna end up refunding it.. very simple experience. 3 girls 3 dance shoe i like anime gilrs score 7\/10. Don't waste
your time with this. You can't do anything to the girls.
just very loud anime cringe music with them dancing.
only good part to it.
they thicc in the right places.
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